
MOTORCYCLE PARTS BUSINESS PLAN PHILIPPINES

Motorcycle Parts And Accessories Business Start up. PM How To comments: Are you planning to start a new business?
No idea or can't decide what.

Offer basic motorcycle instruction, motorcycle safety classes or teaching a hands-on custom building
workshop. Type of inventory will also be affected by services offered ex. Also note the most used motorcycle
brand and model in your area e. Make sure you have spacious workshop for your customers and your
mechanics. Well, that depends on your pocket. Research the competition and see where there could be a small
business advantage or untapped sales niche. That capital will also increase if you have mechanic s , since you
will need to invest on tools, air compressor, MC stand s , etc. First and foremost, nothing can beat the
exhilarating experience of riding a motorcycle than driving a car. If you are a two-wheeler enthusiasts, starting
a motorcycle parts business can allow you to work within your passion, meet local motorcyclists and also
provide an in-demand service. Riding a motorcycle also create for this people the chance of beating the traffic
gridlock. Motorcyclists prefer to ride instead of drive, for several reasons including saving money on gas,
beating traffic gridlock, the feeling of freedom on the road, the rush of two-wheeled performance, affordable
insurance, or all of the above. Register your business name as a corporation, LLC, partnership or sole
proprietorship with your state government. No idea or can't decide what to start? If your store can not be seen
or is located in some remote area, then the possibility of attracting clients can be hard. References 2. If not,
choose a better location or identify a niche market that is not already saturated. These activities can be
conducted for a fee, creating a profit center of its own, or you can offer them free of charge to attract your
target market to your parts shop. Read on and learn. Obtain Licenses and Insurance Obtain a business or
occupational license: the Small Business Administration website has some pointers for how to go about this. If
you want this all set for you, you may opt a franchise. Locate Reliable Suppliers Find reliable
motorcycle-parts suppliers for the parts you plan to inventory and the parts you plan to special order for
customers. But most likely you asked me, how much money do I need to start this kind of business? If
possible get the most knowledgeable mechanic around you. Money Since your planning to start a new
business, I expect your fund isn't a problem. List down and canvass from wholesalers and compare the price.
This store more or less has already earned its reputation as to where motorcycle owners can find parts for their
vehicles. Once you have broad product categories, break them down into sub-categories such as engine
components, transmission products, regular maintenance, protective gear, and bodywork. Advertise at local
motorcycle shows, meets, and events, and slip business cards into the seat of every motorcycle you see parked
around your business area. I recommend Cyclemar or Tres Hermanas in 10th Ave. Motorcycle parts are
normally specific to a brand, make or model so it may be in your best interest to carry universal products like
tires, stickers, clothing, and protective gear in store while ordering specific parts after a customer requests
them. Click to expand So my point is the salary depends on skill set, or whatever agreement you will make
with them like bayaran lang sa iyo ang gamit sa tools, kuryente, parts, then sa mekaniko na ang iba, etc. Be
prepared to shelve or merchandise these items attractively before the grand opening. This will help cut down
on initial inventory costs and monthly overhead. Consult your insurance representative for a business liability
policy that covers the unique situations encountered by a motorcycle parts business, which can be rife with
risks to both life and property, due to the nature of motorcycles. As they are many motorcycle enthusiasts out
there and regular maintenance of these vehicles is certain, the possibility of this reality as an income-generator
is great. Use the price catalog s to categorize your projected inventory in broad headings such as performance,
OEM and cosmetics. This is good since malls usually offer parking area. You can try choosing a store in a
mall if the rent is reasonable. Find a Need and Fill It Assess your potential competition. Motorcycle parts are
normally specific to a brand, make or model so it may be in your best interest to carry universal products like
tires, stickers, clothing and protective gear in store while ordering specific parts on a request basis. Mechanic
One of the main key to success in this kind of business is the mechanic, I could say this is your business
partner.


